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There’s so much more to Myrda J than clothes that are just right for hitting the dance floor. She also makes officefriendly day dresses for plus petites. And if there’s
anywhere you want to have clothes that fit you perfectly, it’s at work. You look so much more polished and professional when you wear clothes cut for your plus petite
frame.
Sure, you can take your clothes to the tailor to be shortened (if you can find the time). But other proportions may still be off. The neckline might be too deep, or the
waistline could hit you in the wrong spot. When you need to look put together, it’s worth it to stick with plus petite clothes.

Side Gathered Petite Plus Size Dress
Myrda J’s Side Gathered Petite Plus Size Dress is workfriendly but has a bit more style than your average officewear. The 3/4
length sleeves stay out of your way. The draped neckline gives you officeappropriate coverage. The dark grey color and knee
length hem are all business.
The side gathers do so much more than simply add a fashionable flourish. The gathers pull the dress in at the narrowest part of
your body – right under the bust. This sortofbutnotquite empire waistline flatters all body shapes because it fits closely where
you’re smallest and more loosely where you’re curvy. The flowing top layer skims over your middle, giving you plenty of room for
your tummy and hips. That means you can breathe and move and stop worrying about how your clothes are pulling and binding.
Because who has time to think about that at work?
This dress is chic enough for after hours cocktail parties, or dinners out with important clients. Yet it’s comfortable enough that you’ll
want to wear it on same old, same old days too.

Side Triangle Petite Plus Size Dress
Myrda J’s Side Triangle Petite Plus Size Dress fits right in at the office. The vneckline gives you a bit of coverage without strangling
you. (Too high crewnecks are the bane of the plus petite woman’s wardrobe.)
The color block triangle at the side is as functional as it is fashionable. The side gathers help the skirt drape and move over your
middle without pulling.
The lightweight material is perfect for overheated offices. Add tights or leggings and a little shrug to wear it in Autumn and Spring.
The fabric is semisheer, so you might want to go old school and wear a slip underneath this dress at the office.

Down With Boring Workwear
Office dress codes don’t have to mean that you’re stuck wearing boring, unstylish clothes. Let’s face it, most typical business
clothes aren’t made for the plus petite body. Yet you want to make a great impression at work. When you wear something that’s cut
for your figure, fashionable, and office appropriate, you send a message that you’re smart enough to get things done. Which is exactly the look you’re going for.
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